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ABSTRACT 

User portrait is an important technique which could be widely adopted in many real-world applications. It 

refers to the task of estimating user‟s attributes containing their potential preferences and thus could be used to 

make better recommendations. Online dating Website is one of the most popular web applications which 

usually has more than 100 million users. Users of such Website are usually required to write down a brief self-

introduction as well as fill in important attributes which are then used to make the friend recommendation. 

However, such data generally contains a good number of missing data or fake information. To cope with this 

challenge, this paper proposes a deep learning-based approach to generate user portrait merely from user‟s 

self-introduction. Then, a multi-task deep neural network is adopted to simultaneously estimate five kinds of 

attributes, e.g., age, gender, education, salary and characteristics, from the input textual data. The 

experimental dataset is collected from one famous dating Website in China. Both the proposed approach as 

well as three benchmark approaches are implemented and the results are reported. The performance of the 

proposed approach is superior to the compared method with respect to accuracy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the flourish of various social Web applications, user
portrait already plays a very important role in understanding
users preferences and thus different kinds of
recommendations could be made such as item
commendation [1] and friend recommendation [2]. Among
these applications, online dating Website like Dating.com is
one of the most popular applications which urgently needs a
more accurate user portrait to make a better match.
In China, many dating social networks like Zhenai and Baihe
have more than 200 million of registered users and over 4
million of active users per month. When users register on a
dating Website, they are required to fill in accurate personal
attributes as well as their self-introduction. However, some
of these attributes are not accurate enough due to the
following reasons: (1) users might not want to release some
sensitive information; or (2) they simply want to pretend to
be high-profile. How to accurately estimate these attributes
is thus become a very challenging research issue. Practically,
user portrait for dating applications includes but not limit to
personal attributes such as age and salary, characteristics
such as outgoing and quiet. Intuitively, people might not
know himself/herself very well and thus the personal
characteristics user filled in are generally biased from their
true value. However, their true characteristics might be
estimated from their textual self-introductions to some extent.
This motivates us to propose this novel approach to learn
user portrait merely from the self-introduction via deep
learning enabled natural language process techniques.
Although there exist some research works with a focus on
predicting user attributes such as age [3], few of them are
closely related to aforementioned research issue, i.e.,

predicting user attributes from the textual data. Apparently,
these attributes are correlated with each other and thus is
naturally to predict them via a multi-task deep neural
network. For this purpose, the textual data, e.g., self-
introduction, should be carefully processed and several
subtasks should be defined as well as the loss functions. The
main contributions of our works can be summarized as
follows.
（1） We carefully extract three kinds of features from the

textual data. These features are classified into global features and
subtask feature. Particularly, the global feature is extracted using a
larger kernel and Bi-LSTM, which is shared across all subtasks,
whereas the discriminative subtask feature is extracted by using a
muchsmall kernel.
（2） We collect a real-world dataset from a famous dating

Website and we carefully preprocess this dataset. Moreover, we
empirically try an effective setting for the employed Bi-LSTM and
the CNN for this specific application. Experimental results have
demonstrated the superior performanceof theproposedapproach.

2. RELATEDWORKS

Automatically generate user portrait is challenging yet
meaningful work which already attracts more and more
research efforts. In general, the generation of user portrait is
to predict users’ attributes, latent preferences or personal
characteristics [4]. A well-predicted user portrait is crucial in
various recommendation related tasks.
Practically, this is a none-trivial task due to low quality of
user’s input data. To overcome this issue, various
approaches have been proposed in the literature. Some
research works focus on discovering the user’s preferences
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via semantic analysis [5]. Some works are proposed to detect
social impact of specified persons by using their personal
information like employee information [6]. Social media
data are also widely used for user portrait. In [7], micro-blog
users are profiled by the classification results on the crawled
set of messages, pictures and videos posted by social users.
Apparently, structural information is a natural choice to
represent user features for classification task. However,
semi-structured or unstructured data contains more rich
information to fully understand users’ preferences or
characteristics.
Conventional techniques, adopted to learn user portrait from
text data, are generally based on natural language process
techniques or machine learning methods. To acquire higher
accuracy, researchers tried to propose various approaches for
different scenarios. For instance, [8] proposed to profile
location-sensitive users from labels aggregated via a
crowdsourcing model. Similar approaches could be found in
[9]. Text Attribution Tool (TAT) is proposed to extract
numerical attributes of authors such as Arabic, emails [10].
Some approaches can also analyze social media data by
proposing effective classifier built on top of entropy-based
similarity measurement designed for short text classification
[11]. Alternatively, some works focusing on feature
engineering. In these works, features are categorized into
three groups, i.e., content-based features, style- based
features and topic-based features [3]. Then, regression
models could be applied on these kinds of features and n-
gram representation form could be employed to represent
textual data [12]. Definitely, syntactic features could also be
adopted for this task [13].
Nowadays, various deep learning-based approaches [14]
have been proposed for natural language processing related
tasks. In [15], word character representation based neural
network with attention integrated is proposed which treated
sequences of words rather than sequences of characters as
the model input of the CNN [16]. Users’ social posts like

textual data can also be embedded by sub-words of the
extracted n-grams [17]. A multi-task learning based
framework is proposed in [4] for author profiling (MTAP).
Some extended versions are also proposed in the literature
like User-aware Sentiment Topic Model (USTM) [18].
However, none of existing works could be directly applied to
our problem settings, i.e., learning an accurate user portrait
from the collected social dating data. This task requires to
estimate user portrait like age, education, characteristics
from only one piece of user post. Apparently, these
characteristics are correlated with each other to some extent.

3. THE PROPOSED PORTRAITAI

In this section, we will describe how the proposed approach
could discover users’ profile correctly. In the proposed
multi-task neural network, we define five different objective
functions with each loss function representing one kind of
attributes, and different output layers correspond to each task.
To save computational cost and improve performance, some
textual features are shared among all five tasks.

3.1. Problem Formulation

The self-introduction written by users is essentially a
sequence of words. Let � denote a self-introduction, and we
have � � ���� ��� ��� � � � � ��� where � denote the length
of � with �� as its � -th word. Each word wi is then
represented using a word vector v which is a pre-trained
word embedding matrix [19]. This word embedding matrix
employs Skip Gram model [20] which can capture the
relations between current word and its neighboring words.
The objective is to maximize the following loss function,
given as:

��t �
�
�

���

�

�t � ��

log �t����� � ������

where � is the corpus set and ��� is the size of � ,
����denotes the context words within a sliding window ��t�

���

and � is the window size. Moreover, t ����� � ��� �

������������ , and the probability of the context words to be
predicted can be calculated as:

where ���denotes the embedding vector of the �-th word ��,
and � and � refer to the input and output embedding vector,
respectively. This embedding matrix is trained on large-scale
high-quality data set consisting of 8 million Chinese words
and phrases. Herein, after the transformation, the new
introduction is denoted as � � ����� � , where � is the
dimension of the word vectors of embedded words.

3.2. The Proposed Approach

Essentially, the estimation of user’s attributes or
characteristics could be considered as a classification task.
Then, the estimation results on various user’s attributes

could be combined together to acquire user portrait. The
mixture of single class classification task and several
multiclass classification tasks could be learned under a
multi-task framework as these tasks are correlated with each
other.
The proposed multi-task model as well as the newly
designed loss functions will be illustrated in the following
paragraph. The framework of the proposed approach is
plotted in Figure 1. Obviously, all subtasks have the same set
of input data. Globally, different types of features are
generated and global features containing high level
information will be shared across subtasks circled on the
right-hand side. Each subtask has its own feature extracted
from textual data and is circled on the left-hand side. There
are five subtasks in total. We employ five different FC layers,
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i.e., sigmoid layer, softmax layer, to predict its class in each
subtask. For simple task like gender prediction, we output
either ‘Male’ or ‘Female’ for a user. For complicate
classification task like characteristic profiling, we have four
groups of classes and only one class from each group is to be
output. Thus, the class in each group with a higher
probability will be assigned as the class label of user’s
characteristic. At last, each user has four class labels as

his/her characteristic labels.
For the loss function design, we have considered different
cases. For each subtask, the output layer should be carefully
designed. For gender and characteristics prediction subtask,
the sigmoid function is chosen as the active function for the
output layer. Its loss function is designed based on binary
cross entropy, given as

For the rest subtasks, we adopt softmax function as the
active function and the corresponding loss function is based

on category cross entropy, calculated as

As a result, we have five loss functions and each loss
function corresponds to one subtask. Let ������� ,
��������������� , ��������ܽ� , ������ , ������� and ���� respectively

denote the loss function of gender, characteristic, education,
salary and age prediction subtasks. These subtasks are
trained simultaneously and the overall loss function for the
proposed approach is given as:

We adopt ‘Adam’ [21] to optimize the model and the bath size is set to 128.

Figure 1 The proposed multi-task model for generating user portrait

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first briefly introduce the evaluation
dataset used in the experiments. Then, we evaluate the
proposed approach as well as the baseline methods. The
experimental results on predicting user’s attributes like age,
gender, education level, salary and characteristics are
reported for performance comparison.

4.1. Experimental Dataset and Preprocessing

Experiments were evaluated on a real-world dataset. It
contains both user’s self-introduction data as well as
aforementioned attributes which is collected from
Zhenai.com(https://www.zhenai.com/). This Website is one
of the most popular online dating social networks in China.
The collected data set contains 8,671 self-introductions by
different users. The collected dataset is randomly partitioned
into training set and testing set. The training and testing sets
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contain 6,908 and 1,727 self-introductions, respectively.

4.2. Experimental Results

The evaluation results of the proposed approach as well as
the compared three benchmarks models are reported in Table
I. From this table, it is obvious that the proposed approach
can achieve the best performance on gender, education,
salary and age prediction results. The corresponding model
performance is improved by 12.8%, 18.4%, 13.8% and
21.8%, respectively, when compared with the second-best

approach. Note that the performance on predicting
characteristics is slightly lower than the rest approaches by
only 1%. The possible reason might be that the
characteristics generally are very sparse and many missing
values are replaced by 0 which might result in a consistent
classification result. We will try to collect a larger dataset
and figure out method to cope with the sparse characteristic
classes. From these results, we can conclude that if we want
to estimate the missing value or correct the fake value, the
proposed approach is much better than the rest one. If we
focus on predicting user’s characteristics, the performance of
the proposed approach is comparable to the rest approaches.

Table 1Model performance comparison results with respect to accuracy criterion
Class Gender Characteristic Education Salary Age
WCM 53.68 79.57 48.82 29.39 18.16

Multi-CNN 59.90 79.20 50.22 33.74 24.13
Multi-task 60.34 79.85 48.15 35.41 29.21
Portrait AI 68.10 78.83 57.00 40.31 35.57

5. CONCLUSIONS

With the flourish of various Web applications, user portrait
already plays a very important role in understanding user’s
preferences and thus make the corresponding
recommendation. Among these applications, online dating
Website urgently needs a more accurate user portrait. Such
Website usually has more than 100 million users and these
users are reluctant to provide accurate information for some
important but sensitive attributes. In the literature, this issue
is seldom studied and thus we propose this multi-task deep
neural network-based approach. The proposed approach first
extracts three kinds of features from the self-introduction.
Two of them are treated as global features and one is subtask
feature extracted to discriminate itself from other subtasks.
We have designed five sub loss functions and sum them up
as the global loss function to simultaneously train the
proposed model for the estimation of five attributes.
Evaluations are performed on the collected dataset and some
data preprocessing steps are also involved. The promising
results have demonstrated that the proposed approach is
superior to the benchmark methods on predicting age, gender,
education and salary, but is slightly lower than the rest
approaches when predicts characteristics. In the future, more
data will be collected and released as public dataset for
similar tasks.
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